Future Teen Fiction Releases

MAY 2020
Acevedo, Elizabeth—Clap When You Land
Atta, Dean—Black Flamingo
Cass, Kiera—The Betrothed
Collins, Suzanne—The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes
Cluess, Jessica—House of Dragons
Forna, Namina—The Gilded Ones
Henry, April—The Girl in the White Van
Jensen, Danielle L.—Dark Skies
Kaufman, Amie—Aurora Burning
Maberry, Jonathan—Lost Roads
Mlynowski, Sarah—Just a Boy and a Girl in a Little Canoe
Riordan, Rick—Camp Jupiter Classified
Wein, Elizabeth—The Enigma Game
Yang, Kelly—Parachutes

JUNE 2020
Brooks, Kevin—Dogchild
Caletti, Deb—Girl, Unframed
Forest, Laurie—The Shadow Wand
Hutchinson, Shaun David—The State of Us
Jerreat-Poole, Adan—The Girl of Hawthorn and Glass
Kristoff, Jay—Truelife
Lockhart, E.—Again Again
Menon, Sandhya—10 Things I Hate About Pinky
Ness, Patrick—Burn

JULY 2020
Cast, P. C.—Found
Colbert, Brandy—The Voting Booth
Murphy, Julie—Faith: Taking Flight
Patterson, James—Hawk
Showalter, Gena—The Glass Queen

AUGUST 2020
Hale, Shannon—Kind of a Big Deal
Khorram, Adib—Darius the Great Deserves Better
Stamper, Vesper—A Cloud of Outrageous Blue
Stork, Francisco X.—Illegal
Terry, Teri—Evolution
Zoraida, Cordova—Wayward Witch

SEPTEMBER 2020
Clare, Cassandra—The Lost Book of the White
Ellis, Deborah—The Greats
Hughes, Dean—Displaced
Hunter, Erin—Graystripe’s Vow
Jackson, Tiffany D.—Grown
Kaufman, Amie—The Other Side of the Sky
Konigsberg, Bill—The Bridge
Lu, Marie—Skyhunter
McGhee, Alison—Where We Are
Nix, Garth—The Left-Handed Booksellers of London
Riordan, Rick—The Tower of Nero